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Introduction
A Steiner system S(t, k, v) is an ordered pair (X, B) where X is a u-set of points and B a collection of k-subsets of X, called hbcks, such that any r-subset of X appears exactly once among the blocks in B. For details and basic facts on Steiner systems and t-designs see [2, 91, or [15] .
If H is a group of automorphisms of a t-design (X, B) let Xi, X,, . . . , X, be the point-orbits and Oi, O,, . . . , 0, be the black-orbits of H. We define the tactical decomposition of (X, B) with respect to H to be the m X n matrix T,= (Q) where tii = IXi C-I B/ with BE Oj. When o is an automorphism of the design (X, B) we let T, be the tactical decomposition of the design with respect to the cyclic group generated by cr. For a more general and detaiied treatment of tactical decompositions see [2] .
Let r be the number of blocks passing through any given point of X and iE = & the number of blocks passing through any pair of points of X. If A = (aji) denotes any point-block incidence matrix of (X, B), then easily (11 where I, J are the identity and all ones matrices. We immediately get: where r;: = JXJ, sj = ]G'j] and 1 s I, j +Z m, i +j, The block-intersection graph of the design (X, B) is the graph whose vertices are the blocks of B, where two blocks B1 and Bz are adjacent whenever Br fl Bz f 8. For a given vertex V, let nj be the number of pairs of it, ii different from II such that exactly j other vertices are SimuItaneously adjacent to V, 8, ii. The matrix of row vectors (--. , nj, * * *) one for each representative v of a block orbit under the full automorphism group G of (X, B) is the block-graph invariant of (X, B). The block-graph invariant of a design is also related to the so called 4-vertex condition {see [ll] ). When (X, B) is a Steiner Z-design, the blockintersection graph is strongly regular (see 141). The block-graph invariant provided a di~riminant during early stages of our study of S (2, 4, 25) 's. Subsequently, we investigated substructures which had more interpretive value than block-graph invariants, and these substructure properties also discriminate the 16 known 5 (2,4,213's Thus for each design we tabulate substructure data but we do not present the block-invariants.
Sfruc~re of automo~hisms and other facts
In this section we develop some of the structural properties of automorphisms of S (2, 4, 25) 's.
We denote by G the full automorphism group of an S(2,4,2.5). The following theorem was proved in [12] . ~~~o~~rn 2.f. Let p be a prime dividing the order of the fat1 u~to~or~~~~ group G of an S (2, 4, 25) .
Then, p = 2, 3, 5 or 7. further, if a E G has order p and (i) p = 3, then afixes 1 or 4 points; (ii} p = 5, then a fixes no points; (iii) p = 7, then CrJixes 4 points.
We presentiy establish the follo~~g: Proof, Let B be the 50 blocks of an S (2, 4, 25) on the set X = F W Y, with Y 17 F = 0, where F is the set of fixed points of E. Let Bi = (B E B: ]B fl F] = i), 0 < i 6 4, and set b, = ]Bi]* Let f = IF] and f = bq. Clearly f is odd and b3 = 0. Let 6; be the number of fixed blocks in BO and set bg = bn -b& We will argue that the possible values for our parameters are given in the following Now, any block in B2 is uniquely determined by a pair of points of F which are not covered by a block in Bq, so we easily get the formula for 6,. We call a pair of points of X appearing in a Z-cycle of (Y a pure pair. Note that each block of B2 uses a unique pure pair. The blocks in B. that are fixed by cy are formed by pairing-off the pure pairs which are not covered by Bz. An easy count yields the formula for b& Observe that the number of fixed blocks b4 + b2 + b,!, = (f -1)'/4 + 2(3 -1) must be even and hence f = 1 (mod 4). To cover pairs of points in Y we have that bz -t-3bI + 6bh + 6bg = (""Zf) and since b, + bz + bl + b,!, + b;l= 50, we easily get the formulas for b, and b$. Now 0 6 6; and 0 c bg easily gives 2(f* -25) < 24t s 3f2 -34f + 175, and then 0 s (f -25)(f -9). But ac has order 2 so f # 2.5 and if f = 9 then bAb,b;i < 0. Hence, f = 1, or 5 and the possible values for t complete our table. 0 An S (2, 4, 25) with automorphism group of order 150 was constructed by R.C. Bose in 1939. In 1980 three 5 (2, 4, 25) 's with automorphism groups of orders 504, 63 and 21 respectively were constructed by A.E. Brouwer (unpublished) and independently by V.D. Tonchev (also unpublished). The four designs just mentioned appear listed in [4] . Brouwer and Tonchev show the following: Theorem 2.3. There are exactly 3 non-isomorphic Steiner systems S(2, 4,25) having an automorphism of order 7 and exactly one with an automorphism of order 5. The orders of G are 504, 63, 21 and 150 respectively.
It was shown in 193 that 33 cannot divide the order of the automorphism group G of an S (2, 4, 25) and that there are exactly five S (2, 4, 25) 's with 9 dividing the order of G. It was also shown that when 9 divides the order of G, a 3-Sylow subgroup of G is elementary abelian. An S (2, 4, 25) with lG1 = 9 was announced by H. Gropp [S] but all eight of the designs mentioned above were constructed by L.P. and A.Y. Petrenyuk [16, 171 , by means of transformations on an initial S (2, 4, 25) . We briefly discuss these methods in Section 6. In what follows we obtain 8 new S (2, 4, 25) 's each admitting a full automorphism group of order 3, and we establish that there are no new S (2, 4, 25) 's in case 2 divides 1Gf. Thus, there are altogether sixteen nonisomo~hic S (2, 4, 25) 's with nontrivial automorphism group.
Automorphism of order 3 and tactical decompositions
From Theorem 2.1 we see that an automorphism of order 3 fixes either 1 or 4 points. In what follows, when the automorphism fixes 1 point we denote it by (Y, when it fixes 4 points by /3. Unfortunately these elements (Y and /3 are not the cy, /3 used in [12] . We have chosen to present Designs 1 to 8 in exactly the same form and order as in [12] . To alleviate notational problems in this paper we denote by &, 6 the automorphisms (Y, p in [ll] . Thus Design 1 has automorphism &$ = (15 9) (2 6 7)(3 4 8 (2, 6, 7, 25}, . . . , (22, 23, 24, 25) Our basic strategy is to construct all possible tactical decompositions corresponding to IX and then determine whether any of these tactical decompositions leads to an S (2, 4, 25) . In general, when we display T, we will omit the rows and columns corresponding to fixed points and fixed blocks. Now, any element of X appears exactly 8 times amongst the blocks B so that a must fix 8, 5, or 2 blocks. This yields three cases to be considered. Case A. LX fixes 8 blocks.
Clearly a tactical decomposition T, has 8 columns with entries a single 3 and seven 0's. The remaining portion of T, is an 8 by 14 matrix of O's and l's with row sums of 7, column sums of 4 and since each pair from X appears exactly once among the blocks of B, the inner products of distinct rows of T, are all 3. Hence, the tactical decompositions in this case correspond to 2 -(8,4,3) designs. There are exactly 4 such nonisomorphic designs which we label AI, AZ, A3, Ad. In Table 1 we list A3 and A4 since S (2, 4, 25) 's arise only from these cases.
Case B. cy fixes 5 blocks.
We can assume that the 5 fixed blocks are Xi U {25}, 4~ is 8 and that the remaining orbit of blocks containing the point 25 is generated by the block { 1,4,7,25}. The remaining 14 columns of our tactical decomposition consists of 3 columns with one 2 in rows 1, 2, 3 respectively and 11 columns with exactly four 1's. In Table 1 we present the 8 by 15 portion of some tactical decompositions corresponding to the orbits of length 3. Note that inner products between distinct rows must again all be equal to 3. There are 8 nonisomorphic tactical decompositions but we list only B,, &, and B6 because only these give rise to designs.
Case C. cy fixes 2 blocks.
Here we can assume that the fixed blocks are { 1,2,3,25}, (4,5,6,25} and that the design contains the orbits generated by {7,10,13,25} and { 16,19,22,25}. It easily follows that the tactical decompositions have a single 2 in each of rows 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 . In Table 1 we list 10 out of a total number of 91 tactical decompositions again presenting only the 8 by I6 portion related to the orbits of length 3.
We now consider the automorphism @ = (12 3)(4 5 6)(7 8 9)(10 1112)(13 14 15)(X 17 18)(19 20 21)(22)(23)(24)(25), fixing 4 points of X. Let X1 = (1, 2, 3}, . . . , X7 = { 19,20,21). Since each point appears in exactly 8 blocks it is clear that the number of fixed blocks through each of 22, 23, 24, or 25 must be congruent to 2 modulo 3. It is easily seen that we must consider exactly two cases.
Case I). fl fixes 8 blocks.
Since the blocks fixed by /3 are unions of point-orbits of the group (@), it is clear that the fixed blocks are {22,23,24,25), { 19,20,21,25) , { 16,17,18,25}, {13,14,1.5,25), (10, 11,12,25f, (7,8,9,24), {4, .5,6,23}, and {1,2,3,22) . Exactly two tactical decompositions D1 , D2 arise here and are given in Table 1 .
Case E. j3 fixes 5 blocks.
Without loss of generality the five fixed blocks can be chosen to be {22,23,24,25), {19,20,21,25}, {7,8,9,24) , (4, 5, 6, 23) , (1, 2, 3, 22) . Exactly 9 tactical decompositions arise in this case. In Table 1 we list the four tactical decom~sitions E3, E4, Ebr and E7 which produce S(2, 4, 25)'s. 
Solutions to tactical decompositions
Consider the tactical decomposition A+ In order for A4 to actually give rise to an S (2, 4, 25) for each column j of A4 we need to select elements of a block B so that IB tl Xi1 = tij, 1 s i s 8. Each such choice for 1 ~j s 14 will generate orbits Oj, 1 <j s 14. Furthermore, for the S (2, 4, 25) to exist each pair from X must be covered exactly once. A fairly fast algorithm run on a Mac+ microcomputer took about 1 minute to find all solutions for a given tactical decomposition.
A produces a design, namely the S (2, 4, 25) with automorphism group of order 504 (see Table 2 ).
Case B.
Here B contains {1,3,5,25}, {7,9,11,25}, {13,15,19,25}, and {17,21,23,25}. There are 19 tactical decompositions here but none leads to an S (2, 4, 25) with automorphism y. Even though no designs arise here Table 2 lists tactical decomposition B1 as an example of this case.
Case C.
In this case B contains {1,3,5,25}, {7,13,21,25}, {9,15,23,25}, and { 11,17,19,25}. There are 25 tactical decompositions here but none of these gives rise to an S(2, 4, 25) with automorphism y. Table 2 lists C1 as an example of a tactical decomposition for Case C.
Now consider the automorphism:
(12)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9 lO)(ll 12) (13 14)(15 16)(17 18)(19 20)(21)(22)(23)(24)(25).
There are two cases for 6 related to the way the fixed points {21,22,23,24,25} are distributed among the fixed blocks as follows:
In this case our design has the fixed blocks {21,22,1,2}, {21,23,3,4}, {21,24,5,6}, {21,25,7, S}, {22,23,9, lo}, {22,24,11,12}, {22,25,13,14}, {23,24,15,16}, {23,25,17,18}, and {24,25,19,20}. In other words, the fixed points of 6 form an arc (see Section 7) . There are 45 tactical decompositons here with designs arising from D19, and Dzl with groups of orders 150 and 6 respectively.
Interestingly enough, in cases D1,, D32, Dh1, and Oh5 there are partial solutions to the tactical decompositions which yield each time 20 blocks of size 3 and 20 of size 4. We have checked however that there is no way of completing these partial designs to S (2, 4, 25) 's by adding 5 points and 10 blocks.
Case E.
In this case our design has as fixed blocks {21,22,23,24}, {21,25,1,2}, {22,25,3,4}, {23,25,5,6} and {24,25,7, S}, i.e . four out of the five fixed points lie on a block. There arise 3 tactical decompositions here, but none leads to an S (2, 4, 25) . We list El in Table 2 as an example of this case.
of designs
Given an S(2,4, 25) it is sometimes possible to obtain a non-isomorphic system with the same parameters by transforming a selected subset of blocks. In order to describe such a transformation we require some definitions.
Let B E B be a block of an S (2, 4, 25) system (X, B) and denote by S, all blocks in B which have no point in common with B. Note that S, is a symmetric configuration (l-design) with v = b = 21 and k = r = 4. We associate with S, a graph Gs as follows. The vertices of G, are the points of S,, two vertices are adjacent if the corresponding points are not collinear in S, (do not appear in the same block). Clearly GB has 21 vertices and is regular of valency 8. We say that GB has a triangulation T if the 84 edges of Gs can be partitioned into 28 triangles. T is called resolvable if its triangles can be partitioned into 4 parallel classes each of 7 disjoint triangles. A resolution of T will be denoted by TR. Suppose that for some S, we know a resolution TR of Gu. Then adding a new point xi to every triangle in the ith parallel class, i = 1, . . . , 4, we obtain 28 blocks of size 4 on 25 points. Adding a new block {xi, x2, x3, x4} and the blocks in S, we obtain an S (2, 4, 25) .
Since S, is symmetric we can consider its dual S", and the corresponding Gi and repeat the procedure.
We are now in a position to describe the transformations TB and Tg of a design (X, B) with respect to a block B E B.
TB: Find all resolutions TR of Gu and complete each to a system. Tg: Find all resolutions TR of Gg and complete each to a system. We note that TB and T& B E B, generate sets &,, Z", of system S (2, 4, 25) . From the construction it follows that (&I 3 1, since &, always contains the original system (X, B) .
We have applied the transformations TB, Tg to all 16 systems with non-trivial 
The transformation
Ts has been used by Petrenyuk [16, 171 to obtain from the previously known designs 1, 2, 6 and 7, in our numbering, the designs 3, 4, 5 and 8. The same approach in a different setting has been applied by Gropp [8] to obtain Design No. 3, with a group of order 9. He also traces the origins of transformations based on symmetric configurations to the nineteenth century Italian geometers.
Subdesigns, parallel classes and near-resolutions
In this section we investigate the possible embedding of subdesigns in our S (2, 4, 25) Proof. Suppose that (Y, D) is an S(2, I, w) subsystem occurring in an S(2, 4, 25) system (X, B). In the case where I= k = 4 an inequality of Wilson's requires that w s r = 8. This rules out the possibility of non-trivial subsystems S (2, 4, w) in an S (2, 4, 25) . When 1= 3 we have that to+ t, + t3 =50, t, +3t3 = 8w, and 6t,= w(w -1). Thus, tI 20 implies that w s 17 and since w E {7,9, 13, 15, 21}, we have that w < 15. On the other hand, to 2 0 implies w s 9 or w 2 15. Case w = 15 is ruled out by de Resmini [6] , Proposition 4. Alternatively, the existence of a subsystem S (2, 3, 15) would imply u0 = 0, u1 + u3 = 8, and u, + 3u3 = 15. Hence, 2u3 = 7, a contradiction. If w = 9, then to = 2, t, = 36, and t3 = 12. From Lemma 7.1 we get (ui + 3~~) -(uO + ui + ug) = 1, that is 2u3 = 1 + uO. Therefore, since u0 c to = 2, we have that u0 = u3 = 1, that is, through each exterior point there is one block of BO. This is a contradiction since there are altogether to = 2 exterior blocks covering 7 or 8 points of X -Y, while IX -Y] = 25 -9 = 16. 0
There remains to investigate whether S (2, 3, 7) systems occur in our 16
S (2, 4, 25) Any arc of maximum possible size is of course complete. Using Lemma 7.1, it is easy to verify that the size of a complete arc cannot exceed 8, moreover, the same equations imply that any g-arc might be an oval. Ovals occur in each of our sixteen S (2, 4, 25) designs except for Design 7, and their number is presented in Table 7 . We present orbit representatives and orbit lengths of ovals in Section 8. Complete 5-arcs occur in all of our S (2, 4, 25) designs with the exception of Design 10. The number of complete 5-arcs appear in Table 7 . The number of orbit representatives, orbit lengths and the maximum number of mutually disjoint complete 5-arcs is given in Section 8. It is noteworthy that in the case of Design 6, there are two orbits of complete 5-arcs, one of size 15 and the other of size 75. The 15 arcs in the first orbit are partitioned into three sets of five mutually disjoint complete arcs. These three sets are carried into one another by an automorphism of order 3. One of these sets consists of the arcs {1, 2,3,4,5}, {6,7,8,9, lo},. . . , {21,22,23,24,25} . We wish to thank Marialuisa de Resmini for bringing this interesting fact to our attention, as well as for other helpful discussions and comments related to this section. In her paper [7] she is interested in the existence of complete 5-arcs embedded in S (2, 4, 25) designs, and this question has been answered here.
Two distinct blocks of a design (X, B) are said to be purullel if they are disjoint. The maximal number of mutually parallel blocks in an S (2, 4, 25) is six and such a set of blocks is called a parallel class. In Table 7 we give the number of parallel classes in each of our 16 designs and in Section 8 we display the orbit representatives and orbit lengths for all parallel classes in each of our designs. If we remove a point x together with the eight blocks through X, we say that we have a near-resolufion if the remaining 42 blocks partition into seven parallel classes. We thank Frank Bennett for suggesting that we look for possible near-resolutions in our designs. Near-resolutions exist only for Design 1, where there are exactly 11 such near-solutions occurring only with the special point 25. These 11 fall into orbits of lengths 1, 7 and 3 under the full automorphism group of the design. In Table 6 points with block size 7 first discovered by Baker [l] . This provides an interesting connection between the S(2, 4, 25) Design 1 and an elliptic semiplane. We refer the reader to the paper by Lamken and Vanstone [13] for details of the construction.
Designs, their groups, and other invariants
We presently display the 16 designs and various invariants. For each of the sixteen S (2, 4, 25) designs, we present generators of the corresponding automorphism group G, representatives of the block orbits under the action of G, and orbit lengths. A block orbit is presented in the form [12 3 1914' where {1,2,3,19} is a design block representative of an orbit of length 42. In a similar fashion we exhibit the orbits of Fano subdesigns by exhibiting the point sets of orbit representative Fano planes and corresponding orbit lengths. We also display orbits of ovals, complete 5-arcs and orbits of parallel classes of blocks. Here, {1, 23, 36, 43, 45, 48} ' indicates that blocks with indices 1,23, . . . ,48 form a parallel class which is moved into a G-orbit of 7 parallel classes.
Although we have computed the block-graph invariants for each of the 16 designs, because of the bulk of the data involved we are not displaying this information here. It is worth noticing however that the sixteen designs are discriminated by means of their block-graph invariants. We begin by listing the union of generators of the automorphism groups. it should be remarked that the automorphism group G above is isomorphic to Z, X PSL,(7). Design 9, G = <a>, 1 G 1 = 3.
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